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ARTICLE INFO
ABSTRACT- Measurement of irrigation water in agricultural areas is necessary,
especially, in arid and semi-arid regions. Long-throated flumes have been used to
measure irrigation water and are known to be inexpensive devices with high
performances. In these structures, head-discharge tables are predicted theoretically with
no need to calibrate. In this study, the model of LOTF (LOng Throated Flumes) was
developed in VB. net programming language, in which, friction head loss and h-Q (h is
head at measuring station and Q is discharge) tables were predicted by using the
Manning's equation. The predicted tables of h-Q by the LOTF model were perfectly
similar to the results of Win Flume and HEC-RAS model which are universally used for
these flumes and open channel flow, respectively. Calculated h-Q tables in trapezoidal
flumes with two different side slopes of 0 and 1, 0 and 2, and 0 and 4 were computed by
the LOTF and HEC-RAS models and were the same as those predicted by the WinFlume
model with equal average of these side slopes of channel. At a water depth, in
trapezoidal sections with different and equal average side slopes, the resulted h-Q tables
in the three models were the same.
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INTRODUCTION

Most commonly used structures for measuring flow in
open channels operate by producing critical flow or
flow at critical–depth through a control section. Under
these flow conditions, the discharge through the critical
section is a function of the section dimensions and
energy at the upstream (energy at measuring station).
Flumes such as parshall flumes (Parshall, 1926),
cutthroat flumes (Skogerboe et al., 1967) and long-
throated flumes (Replogle, 1975) are examples of
critical-flow devices. The long-throated flumes and
weirs provide cost-effective, practical and flexible
capabilities for measuring discharge in open channel
systems as used in irrigation channels and these
structures are generally very accurate when operated
under unsubmerged flow conditions (Keller, 2014). An
important component of modern broad-crested weirs
and long-throated flumes is the streamlined converging
transition. Older broad-crested weirs had either no
transition (just an abrupt raised sill) or a rounded
leading edge that still allowed some flow separation and
streamline curvature to occur in the throat. The
characteristics of the transition influenced the flow at
the critical section, and thus these devices still relied on
empirical calibrations developed through laboratory or
field testing (Ackers et al., 1978; Bos et al., 1984). It

became possible to develop theoretical calibrations
when it was realized that a suitably gradual transition
would simplify the flow condition at the critical section
(Wahl et al., 2005). Primary advantages of long-throated
flumes include (Wahl et al., 2000, 2005; Sahu et al.,
2011; Guan et al., 2014):
 Rating table uncertainty of ±2% or better in the

computed discharge.
 Choice of throat shapes allows a wide range of

discharges to be measured with good precision.
 Minimal head loss needed to maintain critical flow

conditions in the throat of the flume.
 Ability to make field modifications and perform

computer calibrations using as-built dimensions.
 Economical to construct, and adaptable to a variety of
existing canal configurations.

Vatankhah and Mahdavi (2012) proposed a
simplified procedure for designing long-throated flumes
and weirs and discharge computation in these structures.
Raza et al. (2007) tested the performance of locally
fabricated portable long-throated flumes. Their study
showed that the results are acceptable and portable long-
throated flumes are reliable and can easily be designed.
Van Den Bosch (2004) introduced flow measurement
with a long-throated flume in the rehabilitation of
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irrigation schemes in the western part of Kosovo. He
suggested that the flow measurement structures for
small irrigation schemes should have an easy and solid
construction, low maintenance needs, accurate and
quick readability of gauges, and a water level drop as
small as possible.

For analytical calibrating of long throated flumes,
Replogle (1975) developed the principles for prediction
of h-Q at measuring station (h is head and Q is
discharge) tables. However, development of a h-Q table
for a given flume is cumbersome and time-consuming.
Hence, computer programs have greatly facilitated the
analysis of the structures. The first software was
prepared by Replogle (1975) with the purpose of
developing rating tables only for trapezoidal and
complex trapezoidal shapes and named FLUME. Later
on, newer versions of the software have been developed
(FLUME 1.0 (Bos et al., 1984); FLUME 2.0 (Clemmens
et al., 1987), FLUME 3.0 (Clemmens et al., 1993).
Eventually, the last version of the software with the
name of WinFlume became available in 2001
(Clemmens et al., 2001). The hydraulic theory used in
WinFlume was similar to the FLUME 3.0 program. The
model of WinFlume was written entirely in the Visual
Basic 4.0 programming language. The program has lots
of advantages like: drawing the profile of water surface
flow, flume designing, determining limits of discharge
for optimal measurements according to downstream and
upstream dimensions of channel. In WinFlume, friction
head loss from gage section to control section is
calculated by using the boundary layer drag coefficient
method (Clemmens et al., 2001). Furthermore, in
WinFlume, side slopes for the trapezoidal section
should be identical.

The HEC-RAS software computes water surface
profiles for all channel cross sections (U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers., 2005) and universally used for open
channel flow. Keller (2014) coupled HEC-RAS with
WinFlume for designing long throated flumes. In long-
throated flumes, because of producing critical flow in
the control section, the HEC-RAS model could be used
for preparing h-Q tables in all channel shapes. Jihan
(2013) and Jowhar and Jihan (2012) showed that HEC-
RAS could predict the flow rating table of the flow over
weirs with reasonable accuracy. They showed that
HEC-RAS predicted the value of water surface profile
with the absolute error between 0.45 and 2.25% with
average of 1.45 % of real water surface height.

The contributions of this study are to propose a
model (LOTF) to calculate ℎ − table based on friction
head losses by Manning's equation and considering
trapezoidal channels with unequal side slopes. Finally,
the results of the proposed model were compared with
WinFlume and validated with HEC-RAS software.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The hydraulic theory for predicting discharge through
long-throated flume has resulted from over a century of
development. Fig. 1 illustrates the Plan, lengthwise
profile and a cross section of a long throated-flume.
According to Fig. 1, long-throated flumes are divided
into five parts as follows: 1. approach channel, 2.
converging transition, 3. throat, 4. diverging transition
and 5. tailwater channel. Gage is set up at the upstream
of flume (Fig. 1). Passing through the gaging station,
flow enters the converging channel with increased
velocity. Passing through converging channel, the flow
enters the throat and critical flow occurs at 0.75 of the
throat length. Finally, water flows to tail water channel
after leaving the diverging channel.

Win Flume Theory

The control section is the approximate location of
critical flow within the throat of the flume. It is not
necessary to know precisely where this occurs, because
the developed head-flow rate relationship is expressed
in terms of the head upstream. With reference to Figure.
1, application of the energy equation yields:= + 2 (1)

where and are water depth and velocity at the
critical section (on the sill), and is the water energy
at the gauging section.

To proceed further, the shape of the control section
must be known. For a rectangular cross-section, the
properties of critical flow are such that:+ 2 = 32 = 32 (2)

where q is the flow rate per unit width within the control
section and g is acceleration due to gravity.

Substitution of Equation (2) into Equation (1) and
expanding yields:

= 32 (3)

from which:= 23 23 (4)

In terms of the width of the control section, bc,
Equation (4) is written as:= 23 23 (5)
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Fig. 1. Plan, profile, and cross section of long-throated flumes

where Q is the total flow rate. The development of
Equation (5) has assumed ideal flow conditions – in
particular, that there is no energy loss between the
location of the upstream head, H1, and the critical
control. Secondly, Q is expressed as a function of H, the
total energy level, whereas it is much more useful to
express Q as a function of the measured upstream head,
h. These are taken into account by introducing a
discharge coefficient, Cd, and a velocity coefficient, Cv
such that= 23 23 ℎ (6)

It was shown by Bos et al. (1981) that and are
given by:= 10.006 1 0.003ℎ (7)

= 1 + 2 ℎ (8)

Equations (5) to (8) can be generalized for non-
rectangular cross-sections once the relationship between
the critical depth, yc, and the upstream energy level,
is known. These equations, or their equivalent for non-

rectangular cross-sections, represent the
computational heart of the WinFlume program (Keller,
2014).

LOTF Model Theory

Water velocity in the critical section is a function of
energy head at upstream. Therefore, the objective is to
find out the height of water surface at the gaging station
for a particular discharge. The calculation process for a
wide variety of discharges is time-consuming; so, the
software (LOTF, LOng Throated Flumes) is prepared.
The input parameters for this model are Bed width of
throat and the channel, side slopes, maximum and
minimum discharges, Manning's coefficient, length of
throat, converging and diverging channel lengths, and
distance from the gaging station to converging
transition. At first, critical depth should be calculated in
the critical section. Froud number under critical
condition is 1; therefore, given the dimensions of throat
and flow discharge, critical cross section area (Ac) can
be calculated as follows:

1
3

2


c

cc

gA

BQ (9)

Critical depth can be estimated by the Newton-

Raphson method by defining cF as in Equation (10)

and setting it equal to zero.
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(10)

The distance between the critical section and the
gaging station is divided into several elements of length
ΔXi (i is the number of nodes at the beginning of each
element). At the first point (critical section), depth and
velocity of the flow are calculated using Equation (10).
Energy gradient between the two nodes (Sfi) can be
calculated using the calculated depth at the i-1 th node
and an assumed depth for the next node ( i ) (i.e.; yi-1)
from the following equation:

)3/4(

22

i

ii
fi

R

vn
S 

(11)

where ni is Manning coefficient and iv and iR are

mean velocity and hydraulic radius, respectively,
between the two nodes. Therefore, the head loss
between the i-1 and i nodes can be obtained from
Equation (12):

ΔHi=Sfi×ΔXi
(12)

where iH is head loss along i . So, the value of

energy at i th node is calculated using Equation (13):

i
ii

ii EL
g

v
yH 

2

2 (13)

where yi is water depth, and ELi is bed elevation of i th
node.

The value of Yi is computed by the Newton-
Raphson method by defining Fe as in Equation (14) and
setting it equal to zero.

Fe=Hi-Hi-1+ΔHi
(14)

where Hi-1 is the value of energy at the i-1th node. After
calculating the value of Yi, the value of Yi+1 is computed
in a similar manner. This process will continue until the
water depth in gaging station is calculated. Finally, for
each discharge value, there is a value for water depth in
gaging station. According to the values of minimum,
maximum and increment of discharge (as defined by the
user), the values of the discharges are definable and
water heights at gaging station are calculated.
Eventually, a rating table is obtained for a flume with
specific dimensions and specific limits of discharge.

If the value of energy at the critical section becomes
less than the values of energy at the downstream of
flume plus eddy losses at the end of diverging transition,
the computation process will stop. The energy in
downstream of the flume (tailwater energy) can be
calculated based on the procedures by Bos and Reinink
(1981) and eddy loss through diverging channel can be
obtained as follows (Bos and Reinink, 1981):

g

vv
H c

d 2

)( 2
2

 
(15)

724.1
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1
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 m

(16)

where ΔHd is head loss of diverging transition, v2 and vc

are velocity in tailwater channel and critical velocity in
throat, respectively, ξ is an expansion energy head loss
coefficient and m is the slope of bed of diverging
transition.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the LOTF model, the rating tables (h-Q) of long
throated flumes are predicted theoretically. Channel side
slopes (z1,z2), bed width (b), sill height (p), length of
approaching channel (Le), throat (L), converging
transition (Ld), the values of minimum and maximum
discharges (Qmin, Qmax) and also the value of discharge
increment are necessary for running the model. After
running the LOTF model with assumed input
parameters, the rating table would be obtained.

In trapezoidal channels, for identical values of the
side slopes, the results of LOTF and WinFlume models
were compared. The values of dimensions of channels
and used flumes for models inputs are shown in Table 1.
For side slopes of  0, 1 and 2 and discharge values
ranging from 0.2 to 150 m3s-1, rating tables were
generated. The predicted discharges are similar in HEC-
RAS, WinFlume and LOTF models in all the selected
sections. The results of predicted discharges with the
same values of h in gaging station are compared by
WinFlume and LOTF models in Fig. 2.

When cross-section of channel has two different side
slopes, the value of water surface width and cross
sectional area are calculated by the following equations:
Bi=b+yi(z1+z2) (17)

2
21 )(

2

1
iii yzzbyA 

(18)

where Z1 and 2z are side slopes of channel. For

identical channel side-slopes (
2

21 zz
z


 ), the water

surface width and cross-sectional area can be obtained

from 2
ii yzby  and iyzb 2 , respectively, and they

are equal to equations (17) and (18), respectively.

Considering the value of Froud number (
3

2

c

c

gA

BQ ), equal

to one for critical conditions, and the different side

slopes (z1,z2) or equal to mean of them ( z ), the curve
of discharge-critical depth (Q-yc) is the same. When a
mean value of side slopes is used, the wetted perimeter
and hydraulic radius are smaller and greater than
calculated values using two different values of side
slopes, respectively. So, based on Equation (12), when a
mean value of side slopes is used, smaller value of head
loss is computed.

Table1. The inputs of flume dimensions used in LOTF, HEC-RAS and WinFlume models.
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No
z b p Lc Ld L Qmin Qmin

m m-1 ----------------- m ---------------------- -------- m3s-1 -------

1 0 0.85 0.8 2 2.5 1.4 0.04 1.17
2 0 1 5 3 2.5 3 0.84 23.84
3 0 1 20 3 2.5 3.2 3.25 107.32
4 1 0.6 0.6 2 2 1 0.11 2.18
5 1 2 1.5 3 4 3 3.04 33.00
6 1 10 1.5 4 5 4.7 10.11 150.00
7 2 0.6 0.6 1 2 1 0.19 3.42
8 2 1.5 1 1.5 3 2.1 0.93 20.75
9 2 5 1.5 4 5 4.2 3.12 127.60

In Fig. 3, the head losses for different side slopes

z1=0, z2=2 and their mean value (Z=1) ( 1z ) are
compared assuming different Manning's n coefficients
(0.014, 0.018, 0.022). As shown in Figure. 3, the head
losses, even for high roughness values for both cases of
side slopes are very small and the differences are
negligible.

In Fig. 3, the head losses for different side slopes
z1=0, z2=2 and their mean value ( 1z ) are compared
assuming different Manning's n coefficients (0.014,
0.018, 0.022). As shown in Figure. 3, the head losses,
even for high roughness values for both cases of side
slopes are very small and the differences are negligible.
For a specific water level in gaging station, the LOTF
model with different side slopes and WinFlume with
mean value of them provide similar discharges (Fig. 4).
This confirms the fact that in a trapezoid channel with
different side slopes, their mean value can be used
without any error. When the dimensions of selected
flumes and channels in Table 1 are used in HEC-RAS
model, the predicted h-Q tables are similar to Win
Flume model (Fig. 5). So, for all channel sections, the h-
Q tables could be predicted by HEC-RAS model, as
well

Fig. 3. Comparison of friction head loss in long-throated
flumes from the gaging station to critical section (Hf)
in both conditions of two different channel side slopes
and their mean value in three Manning's coefficients
of flume No. 6 in Table 1.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of predicted discharges from LOTF model
(QLOTF) with assumption of two different values for
side channel slopes (z1 equals zero and z2 equals 1, 2
and 4) and WinFlume model (QWin) for the same water
level in gage station.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this research are summarized as follows:
The h-Q curves resulted from the LOTF model with
friction loss calculated from Manning's equation and
those from WinFlume model with friction loss
calculated from boundary layer drag coefficient were
the same.

The h-Q curve in a channel with two different side
slopes could be obtained if the mean value of side
slopes is used.

The h-Q curves for all channel sections can also be
predicted by using HEC-RAS model.

Finally, further research is needed to compare the
results of the LOTF model with experimental data in
hydraulic laboratories for channels with different
manning coefficient and dimensions.

Fig. 5. Comparison of predicted discharges from HEC-RAS
(QHec) and WinFlume models with the same water
level in gage station in listed flumes of Table 1.
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با توجه به کمبود منابع آب در مناطق خشک و نیمه خشک، اندازه گیري دقیق -چکیده
مقدار جریان جهت توزیع مناسب و عادالنه آب از اهمیت ویژه اي برخوردار می باشد. براي 

اشل نیاز به واسنجی ندارد -این منظور فلوم هاي گلو بلند، با توجه به اینکه تهیه منحنی دبی
هزینه و البته با کارکرد دقیق مطرح می باشند. در این مطالعه مدلی با به عنوان یک ابزار کم 

اشل براي فلوم هاي گلو -جهت تهیه جدول دبیLOTF(LOng Throated Flumes)نام 
بلند با استفاده از معادله مانینگ در شرایطی که شیب دیواره هاي کانال یکسان نباشند، ارائه 

با نتایج مدل هاي LOTFدبی اشل تولید شده توسط مدل گردید. نتایج نشان داد که جدول 
HEC-RAS وWinFlume که براي ترسیم نیمرخ سطح آب به ترتیب در کانال هاي باز و

فلوم هاي گلوبلند استفاده می گردند، تطابق کاملی داشت. همچنین در شرایطی که دیواره 
) داشتند، منحنی دبی اشل مدل 4و0) و (2و0هاي کانال داراي شیب متفاوت برابر با (

LOTF با منحنی حاصل از دو مدل دیگر در شرایطی که شیب دیواره برابر با مقدار میانگین
شیب دو طرف کانال باشد مقایسه گردید و نتایج نشان داد که می توان از میانگین شیب 

استفاده نمود.WinFlumeدیواره ها به عنوان شیب دیواره کانال در مدل 
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